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Abstract— An in-flight loss of thrust poses a risk to the
aircraft, its passengers, and people on the ground. When a
loss of thrust happens, the (auto)pilot is forced to perform
an emergency landing, possibly toward one of the reachable
airports. If none of the airports is reachable, the aircraft is
forced to land at another location, which can be risky in
urban environments. In this work, we present a generalization
of the previous work on planning safe emergency landing in
the case of in-flight loss of thrust such that the risk induced
by the loss of thrust can be assessed if none of the airports
are reachable. The proposed method relies on planning space
discretization and efficient risk propagation through the risk
map. The approach can find the least risky landing site and
corresponding forced landing trajectory for any configuration in
the planning space. The method has been empirically evaluated
in a realistic urban scenario. The results support its suitability
for risk-aware planning of an emergency landing in the case of
in-flight loss of thrust.

I. INTRODUCTION

Urban Air Mobility (UAM) is a trend in modern aviation,

standing for personal air transportation on short to medium

distances [1]. An increasing number of small aircraft flying

in an urban environment can be thus expected in the near

future [2] that would put high demands on safety, enabling

operation in areas currently forbidden for regular air traffic.

Regarding safety, the aviation industry nowadays can be

considered safe and modern aircraft reliable due to the

high standards and regulations. Still, flying over vulnerable

areas, such as urban areas, is restricted to limit possible

damage on the ground in a case of an in-flight failure.

Further restrictions on flyable areas are not sustainable for

the upcoming UAM, as the aircraft are expected to fly over

densely populated areas. However, the required increase in

reliability is not possible by physical redundancy because it

is not economically sustainable. Therefore, minimizing the

risk and possible consequences caused by plausible in-flight

failure needs to be addressed by other means, such as risk-

aware trajectory planning.

A powerplant failure was the leading mechanical cause of

non-commercial aircraft accidents in the U.S. in 2014 [3].

According to the report, approximately 80 % of all fatal

accidents involved a loss of thrust failure caused by various
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Fig. 1. Visualization of the risk-aware emergency landing problem. If an
in-flight loss of thrust happens, an emergency landing must be performed.
Landing at an airport can be considered safe; otherwise, the aircraft landing
may cause harm to people or properties on the ground. Thus, the goal
is to select the most suitable landing site and corresponding emergency
landing trajectory to minimize the in-flight loss of thrust-induced risk. Risk
evaluation is essential for full risk-aware trajectory planning.

problems, such as mechanical failure, fuel exhaustion, and

bird strike. Furthermore, an engine failure rate of 13 failures

per 105 flight hours has been recorded in Australia between

2009 and 2014 [4]. Luckily, not all engine failure-related

incidents lead to an accident, as an emergency landing may

be possible for the in-flight engine failure of US Airways

Flight 1549 in 2009. After a complete loss of thrust caused

by a flock of birds after take-off from LaGuardia airport,

the pilots decided to land at the Hudson river because of

insufficient altitude for an emergency landing at any of the

nearby airports.

If a safe emergency landing is possible, the risk on the

ground can be ranked based on the evaluation ranging from

the value of caused damage to the number of casualties [5],

[6]. Regardless of the risk definition, trajectory planning

plays a critical role in risk mitigation and minimizing the

consequences of a possible crash. In our former work on

risk-aware trajectory planning [7], we consider a decoupled

approach guaranteeing a safe emergency landing for failures

with still partially controllable aircraft, such as loss of thrust.

The guarantee is based on sufficient altitude allowing an

emergency landing, and therefore, the approach restricts air-

craft from entering areas from which a successful emergency

landing would not be possible.

Although the risk of failures such as loss of thrust is

eliminated by guaranteed emergency landing, the restricted

areas might be too limiting for considering more failures

with the possibility of the emergency landing. Therefore, we

propose to address the limitation of the previous approach

by determining the least risky emergency landing site for

an in-flight loss of thrust failure. Visualized in Fig. 1,



the problem consists of the landing site determination and

the corresponding emergency landing trajectory planning.

The proposed solution builds on the emergency landing

planner [8] that is generalized for determining the least

risky landing location and planning a suitable corresponding

emergency landing. Based on the performed computational

evaluation, the proposed solution showed to be feasible and

scales with the selected levels of altitude discretization and

considered aircraft maneuvers.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. An overview

of the related work is provided in the following section.

The formal definition of the studied problem is given in

Section III together with considered models of the vehicle

motion constraints. The proposed method is presented in

Section IV. The performed empirical evaluation results are in

Section V. Conclusion and final remarks are in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

The studied problem of Risk-aware Emergency Landing

Planning (RELP) is to determine the most suitable landing

sites together with the landing trajectory satisfying motion

constraints of the vehicle and considering possible ground

risk. There is no single approach addressing all the parts

of the studied RELP problem, to the best of the authors’

knowledge; therefore, we provide a brief overview of the

related approaches in this section.

Dubins Airplane model [9] can be utilized to generate

motion maneuvers for a simplified model of aircraft motion

constraints. The model extends Dubins vehicle [10] into a

3D environment. It is simplified by allowing abrupt changes

in pitch and roll angles within the given limits, as the

pitch and roll angles can change significantly faster than the

heading angle. Further model modification to fit small fixed-

wing aircraft is presented in [11]. A pre-defined discrete set

of possible turning radii has been used in [12] as aircraft

maneuvers for gliding paths evaluation for the Hudson river

accident. In [8], the authors propose the optimization of the

turning radii to minimize the altitude loss of a gliding aircraft

and thus support safe gliding at the emergency landing site

in the case of loss of thrust failure.

If an emergency landing at a safe site is impossible,

a landing spot imposing minimal risk to people or properties

on the ground must be determined. A risk map for small

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) [5] models risk to people,

ground vehicles, and other aircraft. However, buildings are

omitted due to the minor impact energy of such UAVs.

In [6], the risk is assumed as a probability of three consec-

utive events: (i) loss of control followed by an uncontrolled

crash; (ii) collision with somebody; and (iii) casualty of the

hit person. The authors of [13] build a ground risk map

based on multiple layers given by population density and

sheltering factor provided by buildings, where the ground

risk can be determined with respect to (w.r.t) various in-

flight malfunctions. A ground risk map based on terrain

segmentation is proposed in [14], which is further infused

with exact building information and critical infrastructure

location assigned one of five pre-defined risk levels. Besides,

in the case of an in-flight aircraft disintegration, a stochastic

approach for risk determination can be used [15].

Adaptation of human pilots’ emergency landing proce-

dures for UAVs is studied in [16]. A method for selecting the

most suitable emergency landing site and a corresponding

gliding trajectory in the case of loss of thrust is proposed

in [8]. The therein proposed method yields maximizing the

altitude margin from the terrain as the authors argue that the

excess altitude can be lost if needed. However, if an airport

is not reachable, an off-airport emergency landing must be

performed, and a suitable landing site must be chosen. The

roads can be used for an emergency landing site in the case

of loss of thrust by small aircraft, and forced landings on

public roads are studied [17], [18]. In general, the forced

landing is to determine the least risky road segment using

data from available databases such as the current traffic.

Possible landing locations can be selected from a con-

tinuous ground map using the Maximal Covering Location

Problem [19], where the goal is to select locations for a given

number of facilities maximizing the coverage of customers.

Integer programming can solve the problem; however, greedy

heuristics are reported to provide satisfactory solutions [20].

Having a risk map and methods to assess the risk, the

risk-aware planners [21], [22] plan a flight path minimizing

the induced risk w.r.t multiple failures. The former work [7]

eliminates the risk caused by loss of thrust by guaranteeing

the existence of a safe emergency landing to one of a set

of dedicated landing sites. However, it might be beneficial

to determine a risk-aware landing site when an emergency

landing at the given sites is not possible. Therefore, we

propose determining the least risky location for an emergency

landing and finding the gliding trajectory toward it in the case

of in-flight loss of thrust.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The Risk-aware Emergency Landing Planning (RELP)

problem is to find the least risky forced landing trajectory

in the case of in-flight loss of thrust. The problem is to

determine the most suitable landing location based on the

current state of the aircraft, together with the emergency

landing trajectory that satisfies the gliding motion constraints

of the aircraft. The problem follows the safe emergency

landing [8]; however, the necessary background is formally

defined in this section to make the paper self-contained.

Planning the trajectory that satisfies the motion con-

straints is addressed by using Dubins Airplane [9] for which

the aircraft state is described as q = (x, y, z, θ, ψ), where

(x, y, z) ∈ R
3 denotes the aircraft position, θ ∈ S stands for

its heading angle, and ψ ∈ S denotes the aircraft pitch angle.

The configuration space is C = R
3×S2, and the aircraft state

can be described as
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The vehicle forward velocity is denoted v. The heading angle

is controlled by the control input uθ ∈ [−1, 1], and the



minimum turning radius is denoted ρ. Dubins Airplane model

allows abrupt changes in the pitch angle ψ. Since the pitch

angle changes significantly faster than the heading angle

θ, the simplification is considered a suitable approximation

for small aircraft such as Cessna 172 in the computational

evaluation of the proposed planner. However, the pitch angle

must be within its limits ψ ∈ [ψmin, ψmax]. Obstacles might

be present in the environment, and the aircraft trajectory is

planned in the collision-free part Cfree of C.

A forced landing imposes a risk to people or property

on the ground at the landing location. So, it is necessary to

evaluate the imposed ground risk for the landing location,

which is the main generalization of the addressed RELP

problem compared to former work [7], [8]. The risk R is

given by the landing location x, impact energy E, and impact

angle γ. We follow the risk determination proposed in [13];

the ground risk is given as a probability of casualty in the

case of a forced landing at x as

R = phit(x, γ)pcasualty(x, E) , (2)

where phit denotes the probability of hitting a person, and

pcasualty is the probability of casualty if the person is hit.

The probability phit is adopted from [13] as

phit(x, γ) = ρ(x)Aexp(γ) (3)

with ρ(x) being the population density at x, and Aexp(γ)
denotes the area exposed to the landing aircraft given as

Aexp(γ) = 2(rp + ruav)
hp

tan(γ)
+ π(rp + ruav)

2 , (4)

where dimensions of an average person are characterized by

the radius rp and height hp. The aircraft size is characterized

by the radius ruav of the disk-shaped aircraft outline.

The probability pcasualty of a hit person is also adopted

from [13] as

pcasualty(x, E) =
1− k

1− 2k +
�

α
β

�

β
E

�
3

S(x)

, (5)

where k = min

�

1,
�

β
E

�
3

S(x)

�

, S(x) denotes the sheltering

factor at x. The value of α is the impact energy needed

to achieve pcasualty = 50% when S(x) = 6, and β is the

impact energy needed for causing a casualty for S → 0. We

use β = 34 J in the present work based on [23].

We can express the ground risk map M , quantifying the

risk R by the forced landing at x with the impact energy E,

and impact angle γ, as a projection M : R3 → R given by

R =M(x, E, γ) . (6)

The problem of finding the least risky landing location

and planning emergency landing trajectory stands for mini-

mization of the induced risk to people on the ground. Let

T ⊂ Cfree be a set of all configurations on the terrain surface,

and let Γ : [0, 1] → Cfree be a gliding trajectory from the

initial configuration qi ∈ Cfree to the landing configuration

qf ∈ T such that Γ(0) = qi and Γ(1) = qf . The vertical

Fig. 2. Visualization of the landing trajectory once the in-flight loss of thrust
occurs. Due to losing altitude, the aircraft can reach only the highlighted
area, and the nearby airports in green become unreachable. The least risky
reachable landing location (in cyan) with an emergency landing trajectory
(in white) is determined.

profile of the trajectory Γ has to satisfy the gliding ability

of the aircraft, as the only way to maintain the aircraft

velocity after the loss of thrust is to lose altitude. Hence, the

altitude loss H(Γ) along the trajectory Γ has to be within

the limits H(Γ) ∈ [Hmin(Γ),Hmax(Γ)]. The model of the

gliding aircraft is adopted from [8], and the maximum pitch

angle needed for maintaining the aircraft velocity is given as

ψmax ≈ sin−1

�

ρ′Sv2(CD0 + kH2

2W

�

, (7)

where ρ′ is the air density, S is the wing surface area, CD0

is the geometric drag coefficient, k is the lift-induced drag

coefficient, W = mg characterizes the aircraft weight m
under the gravitational acceleration g, and H is given as

H = 2W

�

�

v

Rg

�2

+ 1 , (8)

where R is the turning radius of the aircraft. Note that the

roll angle ϕ is related to the turning radius as

ϕ ≈ tan−1

�

v2

Rg

�

. (9)

The risk R induced by the forced landing from the aircraft

configuration q and the landing location qf ∈ T is given as

R(q) =M(qf , E, γ) , (10)

such that there is a gliding trajectory Γ from q to qf .

The studied planning scenario is visualized in Fig. 2, and

the RELP problem stands to determine the least risky landing

location for a forced emergency landing in the case of loss

of thrust. The problem is formally defined as Problem 3.1,

where the least risky landing location is assured by (11).

The emergency landing trajectory Γ is required to satisfy

the motion constraints (1) and aircraft gliding ability (7).

Problem 3.1 (Risk-aware Trajectory Emergency Landing

Planning)

min
Γ,qf∈T

M(qf , E, γ) (11)

s.t. Γ(0) = qi, Γ(1) = qf (12)



IV. PROPOSED METHOD

The proposed planner to the introduced RELP problem

originates from [8], but using randomized-sampling-based

RRT* would be too computationally demanding. Therefore,

we propose an explicit sampling of Cfree in a grid manner

and planning the emergency landing through pre-calculated

possible maneuvers among the grid samples to trade off

the computational burden and find a suitable emergency

landing trajectory. The planner consists of the risk map

determination summarized in Algorithm 1, and emergency

landing trajectory extraction summarized in Algorithm 2. The

algorithms are detailed in the following paragraphs.

Algorithm 1: Risk Map Creation

Input: Cfree – Collision-free configuration space.

Input: T – Terrain model.

Parameter: k – Number of heading samples.

Parameter: m – Number of maneuvers.

Parameter: n – Number of nearest nodes.

Parameter: s – Number of forced landing locations.

Parameter: ∆d – Horizontal distance between

samples.

Parameter: ∆z – Vertical distance between samples.

Parameter: A – Aircraft model.

Output: Risk map G.

1 Q← UniformSampling(Cfree, k,∆d,∆z)
2 for q ∈ Q do

3 R (q)←∞

4 Ξ← SelectLandingSites(s, T )
5 Λ← CreateManeuvers (A, k,m,∆d,∆z)
6 G← {V ← Q ∪ Ξ,E ← ∅}
7 for ξ ∈ Ξ do

8 Qn ← Near(ξ,Q)
9 for q ∈ Qn do

10 if isAdmissible((q, ξ), T ) then

11 R(q)← min (R(q),R(ξ))
12 q∗ ← argmin (R(Succesor(q)),R(ξ))
13 if (q, q∗) /∈ E then

14 E ← E \ (q, Succesor(q)) ∪ (q, q∗)
15 Succesor(q)← q∗

16 for Qi ∈ Layers(Q) do

17 for q ∈ Qi do

18 Qsuc ← ∅
19 for Γ ∈ Λ do

20 Γ← SetOrigin(Γ, q)
21 if isAdmissible(Γ, T ) then

22 Qsuc ← Qsuc ∪ Γ(1) // Γ(1) ∈ Q

23 qsuc ← argmin
qi∈Qsuc

R(qi)

24 R(q)← R(qsuc)
25 E ← E ∪ (q, qsuc)

26 return G

A. Risk Map Construction

In the first step of Algorithm 1, Cfree is uniformly sampled

in a grid-like manner by the UniformSampling routine. The

samples are created within the map limit with the horizontal

spacing ∆d but with vertical spacing ∆z, and k heading

samples per each sampled location. A set of samples Q is

created with the corresponding risk set to infinity.

Then, a grid-based ground risk map is determined. Since

evaluating all possible landing sites is not computationally

tractable, only s landing sites from the ground map grid

locations are selected by the SelectLandingSites method

to cover the operational area evenly. The covering follows

a greedy heuristic with at least δ distance between landing

locations. We assess the risk for each sampled location, and s
sites are iteratively selected as the least risk location without

the δ vicinity of the already selected locations. In addition

to s selected locations, all airports are added (with zero risk)

to the set of possible landing sites Ξ.

Since we use a grid-based sampling of Cfree, samples

Qsuc ⊂ Q reachable from any q ∈ Q are located identically

w.r.t. the origin sample q, only some connections may not

be valid due to terrain and obstacles. Therefore, m generic

maneuvers Λ are precomputed by CreateManeuvers. The

maneuvers must satisfy the gliding ability of the aircraft and

connect the origin sample q with the m closest sampled

configurations within the grid. Note that the altitude of all

reachable samples is lower than the altitude of q as the

aircraft glides and has to lose altitude to maintain speed.

Having the landing sites Ξ and maneuvers Λ, the risk-

aware landing graph G is iteratively constructed. First, the

graph vertices are formed by the samples Q and landing

sites Ξ. Then, a set of n closest samples Qn from which a

landing site is reachable is found for each landing site by the

Near routine. The risk of these samples is set to the risk of

the corresponding landing site, and the appropriate edges are

inserted into G. If multiple landing sites are reachable from

a configuration q, only the least risky one is considered a

successor of such a sample. The risk of such a sample is set

appropriately as the risk of the least risky reachable landing

site (Algorithm 1, Lines 11 to 15).

Finally, the risk propagation in the graph is performed. It

can be imagined as a kernel operation in image processing,

and it is visualized in Fig. 3. The propagation goes through

altitude layers from the bottom to the top. For each sample q,

the set of plausible maneuvers Λ is translated such that the

maneuvers start at q. Each maneuver is then checked for a

collision with the terrain by the isAdmissible routine. The

endpoints of admissible maneuvers, naturally corresponding

to the graph vertices, form a set Qsuc of reachable successors

of q (Algorithm 1, Lines 18 to 22). Then, the least risky

sample qsuc ∈ Qsuc is determined and selected as the

successor of q with the risk set accordingly (Algorithm 1,

Lines 23 to 25). Once all layers and all samples from Q are

processed, the risk-aware landing graph G is created, and it

can be used for assessing a risk associated with any in-flight

loss of thrust within the map.



Fig. 3. Visualization of the risk propagation in the graph. The collision-
free part of the configuration space Cfree is sampled in a uniform grid-like
manner (samples are depicted as small disks), and two landing locations
ξ1 and ξ2 on the terrain T are shown as ellipses. The risk is propagated
similarly to kernel operations in image processing. Each layer is fully
processed before going into the next, higher layer. A set Λ of predetermined
maneuvers (black curves) defines a set of reachable nodes qisuc from the
original node q. Due to the identical relative locations within the grid, the
set of plausible maneuvers Λ is independent of the original node q. Thus,

the same maneuvers can be used for q′, except for q′
3

suc not being reachable
due to collision with an obstacle (in yellow).

B. Extraction of Risk-aware Emergency Landing Trajectory

The risk-aware emergency landing trajectory can be re-

trieved for any arbitrary configuration q′ from the created

risk map by the query routine summarized in Algorithm 2.

The set Qn of n closest samples from Q are found by the

Algorithm 2: Get Emergency Landing Trajectory

Input: q′ – Configuration of the loss of thrust event.

Input: G – Risk map.

Input: T – Terrain model.

Parameter: n – Number of nearest nodes.

Output: Risk R(q′).
Output: Emergency landing trajectory Γ.

1 Function GetEmergencyLanding(q′, G, T ):

2 Qn ← Near(q′, G)
3 q∗ ← nothing

4 for q ∈ Qn do

5 if isAdmissible((q′, q), T ) and R(q) <
R(q∗) then

6 q∗ ← q

7 Γ← (q′, q∗), q ← q∗

8 while q /∈ Ξ do

9 Γ← Γ ∪ (q, Successor(q))
10 q ← Successor(q)

11 return R(q∗), Γ

Near routine, and inadmissible connections are discarded.

Then, similarly to the expansion process of the risk map

construction, the least risky sample q∗ from Qn is selected

as the successor of q′. The risk induced by the in-flight loss of

thrust at q′ is the risk of q∗. The emergency landing path can

be extracted by following the successors of the intermediate

waypoints until the landing site is reached.

V. RESULTS

The feasibility and suitability of the proposed RELP prob-

lem solver have been computationally evaluated in a realistic

urban scenario. The performance is further compared with

the former approach [8], which, however, does not support

the determination of the risk induced by a forced landing

at the other-than-airport location. Therefore, the comparison

is performed only for the minimum safe altitude required to

land successfully at any airport.

The realistic urban scenario is adopted from [7], featuring

a 5 km×5 km large mission area over Prague city center. The

map is based on OpenStreetMap [24] with terrain profile

from [25]. The population density is from [26], and the

sheltering factors are adopted from [13]. The aircraft model

used is Cessna 172 [8], one of the most used small aircraft.

A risk map is created by the proposed method with the

following setup. The configuration space is sampled from

the terrain up to 500 m above the lowest terrain point with

lateral spacing ∆d = 50m and vertical spacing ∆z =
5m between samples. The maneuvers set Λ consists of

maneuvers spanning at most six samples in the grid laterally

and five samples vertically. The number of the considered

heading samples is k ∈ [8, 16, 32], and the number of the

selected landing sites is s ∈ [10, 20, 50, 75] to examine the

scalability of the developed method. The selected landing

sites cannot be closer than δ = 500m, and three airports

with bi-directional runways are present. Each setup has been

run 20 times.

The proposed and reference methods have been imple-

mented in Julia ver. 1.6.2 [27] and executed on a single core

of the Intel Xeon Scalable Gold 6146 processor. An example

of the resulting forced landings in the case of loss of thrust

is depicted in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Visualization of possible forced landings based on the failure
altitude. The selected landing sites (squares; the darker, the riskier), possible
airport (red rectangle at the top part of the map), and seven failure
configurations (in red) at the same location but with varying altitudes are
shown; the ground risk is used as terrain overlay. The aircraft is forced to
land at the riskiest location at the lowest altitude. Multiple landing sites
become reachable with increasing altitudes and landing at the less risky site
is possible for higher altitudes. The landing at the airport is preferred once
the failure happens at a sufficiently high altitude.



TABLE I

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERIZATION OF THE PROPOSED SOLUTION TO THE RISK-AWARE EMERGENCY LANDING PLANNING (RELP) PROBLEM.

Heading samples k 8 16 32

Landing sites s 10 20 50 75 10 20 50 75 10 20 50 75

Nodes connected to any landing site [%] 69.5 72.8 76.8 77.7 72.4 75.6 79.1 79.9 72.9 76.1

D
N

F
*

D
N

F
*

Nodes connected to an airport [%] 56.5 56.5 56.5 56.5 59.7 59.7 59.7 59.7 60.3 60.3
Relative risk [-] 1.30 1.30 1.30 1.30 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.00 1.00

Risk R(q1) [×10−4 casualties] – – 130.1 130.1 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 0.0 0.0 – –

Risk R(q2) [×10−4 casualties] 45.2 45.2 45.2 45.2 10.6 10.6 10.6 10.6 10.6 10.6 – –

Risk R(q3) [×10−4 casualties] – 86.2 86.2 86.2 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 – –

*DNF denotes that for the particular problem instance, the solver does not finish within the provided computational time limit of 23 hours.

Results of the computational evaluation are summarized

in Table I. The number of landing sites influences the deter-

mined nodes with possible landing. Note that nodes without

possible landing are near the ground, which is unlikely usable

for flying in practice. On the other hand, the number of nodes

allowing a safe landing at an airport, and thus with zero risk,

does not increase with s. The reachability of airports is given

solely by aircraft gliding abilities.
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Fig. 5. Required computational time of the proposed method. The time
needed for landing site insertion into the risk map increases with the
number of inserted landing sites; however, it has a minimal effect on the
risk propagation through the map. On the contrary, the number of heading
samples influences landing site insertions and risk propagation through the
risk map, affecting the number of possible maneuvers.

As of computational demands depicted in Fig. 5, the

time needed for inserting the found landing sites into the

risk map scales linearly with s. The unexpected decrease

in the computational time needed for risk propagation with

increasing s results from accessing more compact areas in

the computer memory, thus reducing access times.

Increasing the number of heading samples increases the

number of nodes with possible forced landing and nodes

connected to an airport. More heading samples lead to a

more extensive set of plausible maneuvers Λ. Thus, increased

heading resolution allows connecting more nodes in the risk

map and thus lowers the risks. However, the computational

demands increase with k significantly; see Fig. 5. The asymp-

totic complexity of the risk propagation can be bounded

by O(|Λ| |Q|), where |Λ| is the number of maneuvers for

finding a successor node from the given node, and |Q| is

the number of samples of Cfree. Note that the instances for

k = 32, s ∈ [50, 75] have not finished within the given 23

hours; see Table I.

The most demanding part of the proposed method is

connecting the selected landing sites to the risk map and

consequent risk propagation. Anything else, including pre-

computation of Λ or selecting the landing sites, is negligible.

Once the risk map is computed, a loss of thrust-induced

risk for any configuration can be queried in about 1.6 s

on average. Three query locations have been selected for

presenting the associated risk. For small s and k, emergency

landing is unknown from q1 and q3, indicated as ’–’ in

Table I. Increased k yields landing at less risky landing sites

as more connections are considered. Further increase of k
allows landing at the airport as the risk becomes zero for q1.
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Fig. 6. Minimum safe altitude difference between the proposed method
with k = 32 and the reference [8]. The reference method utilizes maneuvers
with minimal altitude loss, leading to the optimal safe altitude map. The
proposed method discretizes the configuration space, so maneuvers with
greater than minimal altitude loss are planned. The found safe altitude is
higher than in [8]; however, the proposed method addresses the limitation
of [8] and determines the risk induced by loss of thrust even for configura-
tions under such a safe altitude limit.



Comparision with the Former Approach

The approaches are compared using a minimum safe

altitude map extracted from the proposed risk map with

k = 32 as the altitude of the lowest nodes with zero risk. The

reference method [8] has been run for 10 min and provides

a safe altitude map built from a planning tree with approx.

8000 nodes. The safe altitude maps are compared as altitude

difference depicted in Fig. 6.

From the altitude difference, it can be observed that the

reference method provides a lower safe altitude because

of the discrete uniform sampling in the proposed method.

The reference method determines the smallest altitude loss

possible, leading to the optimal safe altitude map. Signif-

icant altitude differences are around the airports because

the discretization leads to inserting almost full turns as the

configuration in the risk map and the landing sites are too

close to each other; thus, a higher safe altitude is provided by

the proposed method. Besides, the maneuvers in the proposed

method have higher altitude loss, also due to discretization.

However, in cases where the proposed method provides a

lower altitude than the reference method, the same happens

in the reference method. It also needs to insert an extra turn

due to the sampling; however, since the reference method

utilizes random sampling, the case is less occurring.

VI. CONCLUSION

We present a generalization of the approach [8] to address

the RELP problem. The proposed method minimizes the

loss of thrust-induced risk even if airports are not reachable

by providing the least risky emergency landing at other-

than-airport landing sites. The method is based on explicit

discretization and efficient risk propagation through the risk

map. A risk associated with any configuration can be queried

within less than two seconds once the risk map is determined.

The proposed method has been evaluated on a realistic

urban scenario, and its minimum safe altitude has been

compared with the former work. Although the proposed

method provides a higher minimum safe altitude than the

reference method due to discretization, its main feature is

evaluating the risk for configurations below that altitude.

Hence, the proposed method enables risk-aware planning

even in the phases of the flight when the minimum safe

altitude is not reached, such as after take-off, or when the

total risk considering other failures is lower without a safe

emergency landing guarantee. Thus, the method is suitable

for in-flight loss of thrust-induced risk evaluation for risk-

aware planning scenarios in urban environments.
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